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MINISTER FOR HEALTH, MICKELBERG CASE 
Matter of Public Interest 

THE SPEAKER (Mr Riebeling):  Members, today I received within the prescribed time a letter from the Leader 
of the Opposition seeking to debate as a matter of public interest the following motion -  

That this House calls upon the Premier to stand the Minister for Health aside from his ministerial duties 
in view of the significant new evidence of Anthony Lewandowski in relation to the Mickelberg affair 
and the serious doubt it casts upon crucial evidence given by then Assistant Police Commissioner Bob 
Kucera in the 1998 Mickelberg appeal.   

If sufficient members agree to this motion, I will allow it. 
[At least five members rose in their places.]   
The SPEAKER:  The matter shall proceed on the usual basis.  
MR BARNETT (Cottesloe - Leader of the Opposition) [3.09 pm]:  I move the motion.   
This motion calls upon the Premier to stand aside the Minister for Health in the light of the revelations in the 
affidavit by Mr Lewandowski.  I want to concentrate on three points.  The first is the 1982 interview at the 
Belmont CIB headquarters.  The second is the evidence given by the now Minister for Health, Mr Bob Kucera, 
in the 1998 Supreme Court appeal case, and the third is the conduct of the Attorney General in response to the 
Lewandowski affidavit. 

I will outline the history of the events as concisely as possible.  On 22 June 1982, couriers presented false 
cheques to the Perth Mint and left with 49 bars of bullion worth an estimated $650 000 at the time.  The gold 
was taken to Jandakot Airport and never seen again.  Numbers on the cheques were allegedly traced to the 
Mickelbergs, who became suspects in the case.  Peter Mickelberg, one of the three brothers, was picked up for 
questioning over the Perth Mint swindle after leaving Whitfords shopping centre on 26 July 1982.  Then 
Detective Sergeant Kucera was the officer in charge of the Belmont CIB.  In his Supreme Court evidence he 
stated that he learned from Hancock that Mickelberg had been picked up.  Kucera offered the Belmont CIB 
office to Lewandowski and Hancock for the purpose of interviewing Mickelberg.  Kucera left the office for 
approximately four hours while the interview was conducted.  At that time, Detective Sergeant Kucera was an 
experienced police officer with 16 years service.  Mickelberg and Lewandowski have both claimed that 
Mickelberg was stripped naked and beaten.  The Attorney General has described the affidavit of Lewandowski 
as - 

 . . . chilling reading . . .the assault involved . . . continual humiliation and beating of Peter Mickelberg 
. . . 

That is a quote from Hansard of 12 June 2002. 
Mickelberg stated that he met Kucera for the first time only after the interview had finished - I refer to page 104 
of the Supreme Court judgment.  Mickelberg also claims that he complained to Kucera that he had been beaten.  
It is stated at page 46 of the 1998 Supreme Court judgment - 

Kucera was there and he introduced himself to Peter.  Peter told Kucera that he had been hit and Kucera 
said, “It’s got nothing to do with me” and “I can’t help you at all’. 

However, Kucera states that he entered the interview room three times and that Mickelberg did not complain to 
him.  Kucera may not have been present in the interview room when the bashing took place, but he claims to 
have entered the room on three occasions.  To my knowledge, no evidence or person suggests that Minister 
Kucera was in the interview room during the time of the bashing.  He has claimed that he entered the interview 
room at least three times.  It is widely agreed that in 1982, at the time of the interview at the Belmont CIB, the 
role of then Detective Sergeant Kucera was peripheral.  It was at that stage, but it was to change dramatically in 
1998.  Between 1982 and 1998, the events continued to develop.  On 28 July 1982, Ray, Peter and Brian 
Mickelberg were charged with the Perth Mint swindle.  In March 1983, the brothers were sentenced: Ray for 20 
years, Peter for 16 years and Brian for 12 years.  In November 1983, Brian’s sentence was overturned on appeal.  
There were several further appeals, none of which was successful.  They involved one High Court appeal and 
three Court of Criminal Appeal applications.  Kucera was never called to testify in any of the trials or appeals - 
for good reason.  To that point his role was peripheral.  He was not called during the initial investigation or for 
any trials or appeals between 1982 and 1998.  In 1998, a further Court of Criminal Appeal application was made.  
Kucera’s role only became pivotal in the 1998 Court of Criminal Appeal case: Ray and Peter Mickelberg v the 
Queen.  The main point of contention during the appeal case was the authenticity of interview notes supposedly 
made during the interview at the Belmont CIB. 
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Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER:  Order, members!  This issue is vitally important.  Even if members do not like what is being 
said, it is important for the minister under attack that accuracy be maintained in what is being said.  I ask all 
members to ensure that interjections are kept to the level at which the contribution of the Leader of the 
Opposition can be put clearly on the record.  I am sure the same consideration will be given when government 
members respond. 

Mr BARNETT:  The role of former Detective Sergeant Kucera was peripheral at the time of the interview at 
Belmont CIB.  His role became pivotal only during the 1998 Court of Criminal Appeal case before the Supreme 
Court.  The main point of contention of that appeal was the authenticity of interview notes supposedly made 
during the interview.  The testimony of handwriting experts became critical.  Peter Mickelberg claimed that no 
notes were ever taken during the interview and that they were fabricated at a later date.  Lewandowski and 
Hancock claimed at the appeal hearing that they had taken notes and read them back to Peter during the 
interview.  They claimed someone saw that happen, the by then, Assistant Commissioner of Police Bob Kucera.  
Kucera was called to testify under oath in the Supreme Court.  He appeared as Assistant Commissioner Kucera 
in full dress uniform.  Kucera was called for the specific purpose of rebutting Mickelberg’s claim that the notes 
were fabricated.  It is stated at page 104 of the Supreme Court judgment - 

The importance of Kucera’s testimony lies in the fact that he thought a standard interview was taking 
place, he saw Lewandowski reading something (that appeared to be notes) out loud to Peter, and his 
refutation of Peter’s testimony concerning complaints having been made to him (ie. Kucera) about 
Peter’s treatment at the hands of Hancock and Lewandowski.   

Kucera claimed at the trial that he entered the room three times.  The judgment states - 

. .  with Lewandowski writing what appeared to be notes of the conversation.  He said that it looked like 
a normal interview with Hancock asking questions.   

 . . .  

At that stage Lewandowski was reading from some handwritten notes to Peter.   

 . . .  

When he left, Lewandowski was still reading out aloud.   

The Supreme Court found that Kucera’s evidence was critical in the quashing of the Mickelberg 1998 appeal. 

Points of Order 

Mr KOBELKE:  The Leader of the Opposition is continually referring to the Minister for Health by his surname.  
If he is quoting a transcript of a legal judgment in which the Minister for Health’s surname is used, the 
Government will accept that.  It appears he is quoting from his own speech notes.  In which case, the standing 
orders require that he be referred to only as the Minister for Health. 

Mr JOHNSON:  The Leader of the Opposition is referring to the then Detective Sergeant Kucera who later 
became the Assistant Commissioner of Police.  He is not referring to the Minister for Health in his current 
position; he is referring to historic positions.  It is perfectly normal practice.  When the Government was in 
opposition it did it all the time.  Members opposite referred to members on my side by their surnames in relation 
to historic positions.  This is not a point of order.  The Leader of the Opposition has every right to quote 
Detective Sergeant Kucera as he then was.  The Leader of the Opposition is quoting from transcripts that refer to 
Kucera, not as a detective sergeant or an assistant commissioner.  This is a spurious attempt by the Government 
to try to protect the Minister for Health.   

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  My understanding of Standing Order No 93 is that it does not apply if the Leader of 
the Opposition is quoting from documents or referring to the Minister for Health in his previous role.  However, 
I warn the Leader of the Opposition that should he at any stage refer to the member in his capacity in this House, 
he must address him by the correct title.  

Debate Resumed 

Mr BARNETT:  I understand the point exactly.  The Supreme Court found that then Assistant Commissioner 
Kucera’s evidence was critical in quashing the Mickelberg’s 1998 appeal.  The judges said on page 132 of the 
judgment -  

The most powerful individual factors rebutting the case made out by the appellants are the testimony of 
Mrs Holz and Kucera . . .  
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Therefore, in 1998, then Assistant Commissioner Kucera took on a major role when he corroborated Hancock 
and Lewandowski’s claims that notes had been taken and there was no beating.  His role at the Belmont CIB 
offices in 1982 was peripheral.  In 1998, in the words of the judges, he became the most powerful individual 
factor in the quashing of the appeal.  His role had gone from being peripheral to pivotal.  That is why we raise 
the issue in this Parliament.  On the basis of the evidence of then Assistant Commissioner Kucera and others, the 
appeal was quashed.  Kucera’s evidence was clearly pivotal.  He became pivotal to this issue in 1998, not in 
1982.  That is not in question.  The appeal was quashed in 1998.   

Perhaps no further issues would have arisen if not for two, almost uncanny, factors.  I imagine they were not 
thought likely to happen.  The first factor is the car-bombing death of Don Hancock last year, and the second is 
the sworn affidavit of Anthony Lewandowski. 

Points of Order 

Mr McGOWAN:  A standing order of this Parliament is that members must not read speeches.  They may refer 
to notes but they cannot read speeches.  I have observed the Leader of the Opposition for the past nine minutes, 
and he has constantly read the speech that he is making.  I do not mind if he quotes from a court transcript.  That 
is entirely appropriate.  However, it is outside the standing orders to read a speech. 

Mr JOHNSON:  This is another attempt by the Government to keep this issue quiet and brush it under the carpet.  
We will have our say.  The Leader of the Opposition is quoting from documents because accuracy is absolutely 
essential to the motion before the House.  The Leader of the Opposition is also paraphrasing some notes.  He is 
not reading a speech as such.  I ask the Speaker to rule in that manner. 

The SPEAKER:  That standing order is clear.  However, in this place people sometimes appear to read from 
prepared speeches.  However, I am sure that at all times those members are referring to notes to make sure their 
speeches are as accurate as possible.  As the member for Hillarys has rightly said, this particular contribution 
needs to be very accurate because of the nature of the matter we are debating.  

Debate Resumed 

Mr BARNETT:  As I said, this matter may never have arisen again had it not been for the car-bombing murder 
of Hancock and the surprising affidavit and confession of Lewandowski.  The affidavit of Anthony 
Lewandowski was presented to the Director of Public Prosecutions on 6 June this year.  In it, Lewandowski 
admitted that he had fabricated evidence, that no notes were taken during the interview, that he and Hancock had 
stripped Peter Mickelberg naked and beaten him, and that he had repeatedly perjured himself.  Lewandowski has 
confirmed what Mickelberg has said, and he has admitted to perjuring himself in the 1998 Court of Criminal 
Appeal case.  Lewandowski’s affidavit throws doubt on the veracity of the evidence given by then Assistant 
Commissioner Kucera in the 1998 Court of Criminal Appeal in the Supreme Court.   

There are four areas of discrepancy.  First, Lewandowski has now admitted that no notes were taken during the 
interview.  According to The West Australian, his sworn affidavit states - 

We never did the record of interview until much later, about two months later . . .    

Another area of discrepancy is that Lewandowski now admits that Peter Mickelberg was stripped naked and 
beaten in the Belmont CIB offices.  Assistant Commissioner Kucera claimed in 1998 that it looked like “a 
normal interview”.  A third area of discrepancy is that Peter Mickelberg has consistently claimed throughout the 
various hearings that then Detective Sergeant Kucera never entered the room.  Page 104 of the judgment of the 
1998 case states -  

Peter . . . said that he first saw and met Kucera after the interview had finished and he had been moved 
into a different room. 

That directly contradicts the evidence given by Assistant Commissioner Kucera that he entered the room three 
times during the interview.  The fourth discrepancy is between the accounts of Peter Mickelberg and Assistant 
Commissioner Kucera about complaints of assault.   

The third aspect is the handling of Lewandowski’s affidavit by now Attorney General McGinty.  

The SPEAKER:  It is inappropriate to refer to the Attorney General as McGinty.  

Mr BARNETT:  Attorney General McGinty. 

The SPEAKER:  The Leader of the Opposition knows the rule about referring to members. 

Mr BARNETT:  There is no disrespect.  I will refer to him as the Attorney General.  The Minister for Health has 
stated that he absented himself from all cabinet discussions about the Royal Commission Into Whether There 
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Has Been Any Corrupt or Criminal Conduct by Western Australian Police Officers because of a possible conflict 
of interest.  That is quite proper.  The Minister for Health said on Radio 6PR last week -  

And on every occasion there has been any discussion, even informal discussion in that regard, I have 
disqualified myself. 

The Attorney General received Anthony Lewandowski’s sworn affidavit on 6 June, and the next day he properly 
referred it to the Commissioner of Police, the Solicitor General, the Anti-Corruption Commission and the Royal 
Commission Into Whether There Has Been Any Corrupt or Criminal Conduct by Western Australian Police 
Officers.  The Attorney General apparently initially considered the affidavit to be significant new evidence.  On 
10 June he said that he was gravely concerned.  Hansard of 11 June reports the Attorney General as saying -  

I received an affidavit from Anthony Lewandowski that in no way - directly or indirectly - referred to or 
cast any doubt upon the evidence given to the Court of Criminal Appeal by Mr Kucera in 1998.  

However, according to statements on Radio 6PR on 12 June 2002, the Attorney General had already informed 
the Minister for Health of the affidavit.  The Attorney General said - 

Of course I did, Bob’s a colleague.  I spoke with him over the weekend and . . . after I’d had a chance to 
read the affidavit, to think about it, and . . . I discussed the matter several times over the weekend with 
Bob Kucera and I talk to him regularly about it. 

It has emerged - it was confirmed in question time today - that the Attorney General not only discussed this 
affidavit with the now Minister for Health but also provided the minister with a copy of the affidavit and 
transcripts of his evidence in the 1998 appeal.  There are two points to be made.  I argue that the Minister for 
Health has a conflict between his former role as a police officer and in giving evidence in this case and his role 
as a minister of the Crown in a Cabinet that is overseeing a royal commission into police.  He properly absented 
himself from cabinet discussions, but neither he nor the Attorney General excused themselves from discussing 
this matter before it went to Cabinet.  It was improper for the Attorney General to have discussed and given a 
copy of the affidavit to the Minister for Health, who was a senior police officer at the time the incident occurred.  
Members should bear in mind that the Minister for Health is not only a former police officer and a minister of 
the Cabinet but also a pivotal witness in the 1998 appeal case.  The Attorney General of this State gave a 
confidential affidavit to a key witness prior to giving it to the relevant authorities.  Why would he give that 
affidavit to a key witness?  He gave it to the new Minister for Health, who was, in the judge’s own words, a key 
witness in the 1998 case.   

Mr McGinty:  It was not given to him before it was given to the relevant authorities. 

Mr BARNETT:  I accept what the Attorney General says, but he gave it to him before it went to Cabinet.  What 
is the point of the health minister’s absenting himself from Cabinet when he has been provided with not only the 
information but also a copy of a confidential affidavit on a weekend prior to its going to Cabinet?  Not only is 
the Minister for Health facing a conflict of interest in the Royal Commission Into Whether There Has Been Any 
Corrupt or Criminal Conduct by Western Australian Police Officers, but also he was a key witness in the 1998 
appeal.  Which other witness in Western Australia would be given a copy of a sworn affidavit in person by an 
Attorney General?  When has that ever happened in the State of Western Australia?  I am talking about a witness 
who was given a confidential affidavit.  That was clearly improper conduct by the Attorney General. 

I can go on.  Why did the Attorney General call the Minister for Health?  The decision by the now Minister for 
Health to absent himself from Cabinet is at best token.  It has no real substance because the Attorney General 
briefed him and gave him the affidavit and transcripts of evidence of the 1998 appeal case before the matter went 
to Cabinet.  The Attorney General now appears to be casting doubt on the veracity of Lewandowski’s affidavit.  
Have we gone from the confession of Lewandowski to the tip-off by the Attorney General to the now Minister 
for Health.  Are we now heading into a cover-up?  Are we now seeing a three-phase scenario?   

I will summarise and conclude my comments.  When the Attorney General received Lewandowski’s affidavit, he 
said that a former police officer had perjured himself.  I am not qualified to judge whether Lewandowski is 
telling the truth.  The Attorney said in this Chamber that a former police officer had perjured himself. 

Mr McGinty:  I prefaced everything I said by saying “if it is true”.  That is what the affidavit says.   

Mr BARNETT:  Okay, but the Attorney General gave great credence to the affidavit in the media.  I cannot 
judge and probably the Attorney General cannot judge whether Lewandowski is telling the truth, but 
Lewandowski has admitted that he perjured himself in the 1998 Court of Criminal Appeal case.  It is a fact of his 
testimony that then Assistant Commissioner Kucera, now Health Minister Kucera, corroborated the alleged 
perjured evidence.  I do not know who is telling the truth; I do not know whether Lewandowski is telling the 
truth and I do not know whether Assistant Commissioner Kucera told the truth.  However, one thing I can tell the 
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House is that they are not both telling the truth.  Someone is not telling the truth.  Either Lewandowski is not 
telling the truth or the now Health Minister did not tell the truth in his capacity as assistant commissioner. 

There is substantial and serious doubt about the veracity of the evidence given by the now health minister in the 
Court of Criminal Appeal; that is point No 1.  Point No 2 is that he, as a former senior police officer, clearly 
faces a conflict of interest in the royal commission.  It is no good the Minister for Health’s absenting himself 
from Cabinet if he and the Attorney General are to have private conversations and if the Attorney General is to 
provide him with copies of transcripts and the affidavit prior to the matter going to Cabinet.  What other witness 
in the legal history of this State has been given a confidential affidavit in person by an Attorney General, the 
chief law officer of the State?   

There is a serious conflict of interest in the cabinet process and serious and improper conduct by the Attorney 
General.  In the words of the Attorney General, this issue goes to the very integrity of the Western Australian 
justice system.  It goes to the very standing of our Police Service in this State.  It is a serious and in-dispute issue 
as to whether former Assistant Commissioner Kucera told the truth.  There is a clear conflict and, in my 
judgment, clear and improper conduct by the Attorney General and the Minister for Health in discussing the 
issue prior to its going to Cabinet. 

I put on the record that the Opposition has had many opportunities in this debate to raise personal and family 
issues and other factors.  We as an Opposition have not done that.  We have not attacked the Minister for Health 
in any personal way, we have not condemned him, we have not called for him to resign and we have not called 
into question his standing as a former police officer.  We have simply said that there is enough doubt through 
sworn affidavits and conflicting evidence that his testimony under oath, in uniform, is in doubt.  For that reason, 
supported by the conflicts in Cabinet and the conflicts in the behaviour of the Attorney General, all we say is that 
the most modest position the Premier can take is to stand aside the Minister for Health until these issues are 
resolved satisfactorily.  That is the minimum position, and members should compare that position with the way 
in which the former Labor Opposition conducted itself on these sorts of issues in this Parliament. 

DR GALLOP (Victoria Park - Premier) [3.35 pm]:  We deserve a better argument than the one we have just had 
from the Leader of the Opposition.  It is as though we took a film of all the arguments raised in the Parliament 
last week and re-ran it this week.  We might as well go to Hansard and get all the film records of the 
parliamentary sittings last week, send them to the television stations, close Parliament for this week and go off to 
our electorates and do some work, because the Leader of the Opposition has said absolutely nothing today that 
he did not say last week. 

Let us go to an important question.  Why is the Opposition pursuing this issue?  There is only one reason: it is 
called base party politics.  The Attorney General made it absolutely clear in his answer to a question earlier 
today, when he asked members whether they believed the Leader of the Opposition would stand in this 
Parliament and raise these issues if the now Minister for Health had not become a member of Parliament and was 
not a minister in my Government.  Of course he would not.  If this issue had the gravity that the Leader of the 
Opposition claims it has, he would have been obliged to raise these issues if the Minister for Health had not been 
a member of Parliament and a minister.   

Let us put this matter into context.  Let us not take my word as the Premier on this matter and my judgments 
about the role of the Leader of the Opposition, although later I will have some very strong words to say about the 
Leader of the Opposition.  At the moment, let us not take my judgment that this is not an important matter.  Let 
us not take my judgment that the Opposition has not made a case for standing aside the Minister for Health.  Let 
us look at what other people, who are not in this Parliament and who do not have a party political axe to grind, 
have said about the issue.  What are those people saying about this issue?  Is it not interesting that the Opposition 
has said that I should stand aside the Minister for Health?  I am listening and I am reading, but I have not heard 
or read of anyone else saying that, besides the Liberal Party and the Leader of the Opposition.  In fact, no 
editorial has appeared in The West Australian newspaper to that end.  The editorial of the Sunday Times of 16 
June 2002, under the headline “Don’t play politics in gold affair” states -  

We have witnessed the State Opposition taking cheap political shots in a bid to win the scalp of Health 
Minister and former senior police officer Bob Kucera. 

 . . .  

The Opposition claims Mr Lewandowski’s new affidavit brings into question court evidence given by 
Mr Kucera.  But does it? 

Mr Kucera claims he was “only a peripheral player” and nothing has emerged this week to significantly 
change his position. 
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If the commission did find that Mr Kucera had turned a blind eye to what was going on and made an 
adverse finding against him, then that is the time for Mr Kucera to stand aside - not now. 

He, like anybody else, is entitled to the presumption of innocence until proven guilty. 

That is the view of the Sunday Times in response to the suggestion that the Minister for Health should stand 
aside.  I will go further.  Professor Campbell Sharman was appointed by the previous Government to the 
Commission on Government.  An article in The West Australian states - 

THERE was no reason why Health Minister Bob Kucera should stand down from his portfolio, 
University of WA associate professor of political science Campbell Sharman said yesterday.   

Professor Sharman said there were no constitutional issues at stake and nothing in the public arena to 
warrant such a move. . . 

Professor Sharman said that the Westminster argument was commonly used by Opposition parties in 
such circumstances.   

But Mr Kucera’s involvement in the Mickelberg affair had nothing to do with his status as Minister for 
Health.  

One of our leading newspapers states directly that the minister should not stand aside.  A former commissioner, 
appointed by the previous Government, and leading political scientist in this State also said that there was no 
case that would warrant the minister’s standing aside.  Avon Lovell knows a fair bit about this issue, and he 
stated - 

Bob’s involvement, if any, has been so peripheral as to be uninteresting. . . 

Kucera is one of the good one’s . . . It’s a red herring; get back to the main chase.   

The Leader of the Opposition is off on his little chase.  It is called base party politics.  It has nothing to do with a 
serious discussion about ministerial responsibility in Western Australia.  

The Opposition has been grasping at straws on this issue.  The now Minister for Health gave evidence to the 
Court of Criminal Appeal, and nothing has been revealed that casts doubt on the honesty of that evidence.  That 
is the view of the vast majority of Western Australians and the commentators who have looked seriously at the 
matter.  What is more, nothing in the Lewandowski affidavit refers to Bob Kucera and his role.  In other words, 
the document that is the basis of this debate does not mention the Minister for Health.  The Opposition has taken 
up this issue for base political purposes.   

I will get to grips with the Opposition’s twisted political logic.  I have tried to take seriously what members 
opposite have said.  They said that the evidence given by Mr Mickelberg during the Court of Criminal Appeal 
case was questioned and Lewandowski has now backed up Mickelberg in certain respects, so the Minister for 
Health’s recollection must be questioned.  They said that that was pertinent despite the fact that Lewandowski 
said nothing about it; indeed, Lewandowski does not even mention the minister in his affidavit.  That is the logic 
members opposite are pursuing.  That is basis upon which they want me, as the Premier, to shift the Minister for 
Health from his portfolio.   

The Liberal Party is willing to say anything about this issue to achieve its political objectives.  Members opposite 
expect the Government to take these statements seriously despite the fact that they did nothing about the 
ministerial responsibility issues raised when they were in government.  Indeed, the now Leader of the 
Opposition, as Leader of the House, would come into this place day after day arguing that the ministerial 
responsibility issues the Labor Party was raising were not relevant.   

There was one exception and it provides a humourous footnote.  Poor old Doug!  The ex-Minister for Fair 
Trading, the then Hon Doug Shave, has been left out in the breeze.  The Leader of the Opposition, the member 
for Nedlands and the Leader of the National Party say he should have resigned.   

Mr Pendal:  You said it too.   

Dr GALLOP:  Hang on!  I will educate the member for South Perth.   

Mr Pendal:  You have changed your mind!   

Dr GALLOP:  The member obviously was not in this place last week.  He is defending his mate, the Leader of 
the Opposition.  He is the best supporter the leader has in this Parliament - whatever he says, he supports him!  
The member for South Perth should refer to last week’s Hansard.   

Mr Pendal:  I remember last year.  You have changed your mind.   
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Dr GALLOP:  The Labor Party argued that Hon Doug Shave should resign because the department he 
administered totally mucked up an issue that led to a scandal of great proportions in Western Australia.  We did 
not call on him to stand aside because an allegation had been made; we called on him to be sacked because of 
what happened in his department!  The issue was different and we stand by the position we took.  We have noted 
the Leader of the Opposition’s attitude to his colleagues.  We know he did not like Hon Doug Shave; in fact, we 
could say that he despised him.  That was the impression he gave in this Parliament whenever the matter was 
debated.  Members opposite should note that we have not been provided with a rational argument about whether 
Hon Doug Shave should have been sacked.  We have simply been subjected to a display of the Leader of the 
Opposition’s petty prejudices.   

Members opposite expect us to take them seriously when for eight years ministerial responsibility was given no 
serious treatment in this Parliament.  They do not even support the Royal Commission Into Whether There Has 
Been Any Corrupt or Criminal Conduct by Western Australian Police Officers.  The Leader of the Opposition 
has said it is a waste of money, that there is no evidence of endemic corruption in the Police Service and that 
mischievous allegations will be made that might affect the careers, if not the lives, of good officers.  I think he 
was looking at himself in the mirror when he made that statement.  The best example we have had of that in 
recent weeks is his behaviour.  He says he is appalled about what will happen when the royal commission 
commences its work, but then indulges in that appalling behaviour himself.  That is the standard he is setting.   

We must go further in our argument against the Leader of the Opposition.  This is a very clear example of the 
way in which he approaches these questions.  He reached a low point with his statement on Channel 10.  We will 
not forget that statement; it is a very important issue.   

Accountability goes both ways.  The Government accepts responsibility for what it has done - so much so that it 
has been open about what has happened.  It has publicly released the affidavit and handed the information to the 
royal commission.  This Government has been completely accountable and open.  The Leader of the Opposition 
has a problem, and that problem is the Channel 10 news broadcast.  He cannot avoid what he said.  Members 
opposite should keep in mind that the Government will not leave this matter to rest.  Their leader must be held to 
account for what he said; that is - 

A member of Cabinet, by clear fact, was present during the interview when a prisoner was bashed.  

We demand an apology for that statement.  It was a disgraceful comment.   

Mr Johnson:  I think the minister said that he went in three times.   

Dr GALLOP:  The member is saying that the Minister for Health was in there when the prisoner was bashed; he 
is repeating it.  The member for Hillarys is now getting caught up in the web created by the Leader of the 
Opposition.  The Leader of the Opposition can apologise now to the Minister for Health!  There is no 
accountability.  Members opposite want to have a debate in this Parliament but they do not respond.   

Mr Johnson:  Have you spoken to the media about this? 

Dr GALLOP:  I do not care what the Leader of the Opposition might or might not have said to the media.  I saw 
him on television last Thursday night.  We demand an apology from him, and we will keep pursuing one.  This 
indicates that the Leader of the Opposition’s mouth occasionally gets the better of him, and members opposite 
know it.  We have seen it on many occasions.  One day we might tell the Parliament his views of his colleagues 
and what he was quite happy to say about them on many occasions.  We saw what he did in the previous 
Government.  We know why the former Premier did not want him to be leader, because he knows that the 
current Leader of the Opposition’s definition of loyalty is the opposite of the meaning of the word.  We know all 
of that.  However, there is a problem with the Leader of the Opposition: he lets his mouth get carried away.  That 
is what he did on Channel 10.   

I read in The West Australian last week that an excited party staffer of the Liberal Party said that this is 
wonderful and has brought the Liberal Party together.  Mud-slinging brings the Liberal Party together!  That is 
fine; that is a statement about how it operates.  The Leader of the Opposition saying something about which 
there is no evidence brings the Liberal Party together!  That is a statement about the current state of the Liberal 
Party in Western Australia.   

Mr Pendal interjected. 

Dr GALLOP:  The member for South Perth is the only member of Parliament interjecting in defence of the 
Leader of the Opposition.   

Mr Pendal:  I am attacking your Oxford-schoolboy logic. 
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Dr GALLOP:  What is wrong with my logic?  No-one else will talk to me!  At least the member for South Perth 
will talk to me!   

Mr Pendal:  Exactly!  Just don’t tell my friends! 

Dr GALLOP:  Let me summarise the argument.  There is no case for the Minister for Health to stand aside.  Not 
only is that my view, but also it is the view of all serious political commentators in Western Australia.   

Mr Johnson:  All?   

Dr GALLOP:  I have quoted them. 

Mr Johnson:  You quoted about two. 

Dr GALLOP:  Who will the member quote?  Can he quote a political commentator who says that the minister 
should stand aside?   

Mr Johnson:  Can you quote some more?  You gave me two.  That is “all”, is it?  

Dr GALLOP:  They are only the major newspapers and a commissioner of government in Western Australia!  
That is not a bad duopoly!   

The real issue before this Parliament today is not the credibility of the Minister for Health; it is the credibility of 
the Leader of the Opposition.  People cannot get up and say just anything; they must be held to account.  I call 
upon the Independents and the National Party to look at this issue seriously.  I repeat: the Leader of the 
Opposition said - 

A member of Cabinet, by clear fact, was present during the interview when a prisoner was bashed.   

The member for South Perth has had a lot to say.  Does he think that that is a statement of fact?  Does he think 
that there is evidence of that statement? 

Mr Pendal:  This is not question time.  

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER:  Members! 

Dr GALLOP:  The issue in this Parliament today is not the credibility of the Minister for Health; it is the 
credibility of the Leader of the Opposition.   

Amendment to Motion 

Dr GALLOP:  I move -  

To delete all words after “House” with a view to substituting the following -  

calls upon the Leader of the Opposition to apologise and unreservedly withdraw his false and 
malicious accusations against the Minister for Health, which sought to implicate the then 
Detective Sergeant Kucera in the alleged bashing by police of Peter Mickelberg  

Point of Order 

Mr JOHNSON:  This negates the motion.  The amendment has nothing whatsoever to do with the motion.  This 
is a typical stunt that the Government pulls, and this House went into a terrible state the last time it occurred.  It 
brought discredit on this Parliament and on members on that side of the Chamber.  Can I have a look at the 
amendment?  This amendment negates the original motion, because the original motion calls on the Premier to 
stand aside the Minister for Health while this investigation goes on. 

Dr Gallop:  It does not negate it.  It deals with a different aspect of the problem, which you do not like.   

Mr JOHNSON:  It negates the motion by saying that the Leader of the Opposition is in the wrong and that the 
Minister for Health should stay where he is and so on.  It is a contradiction of the original motion.  

The SPEAKER:  For the standing order to have an impact, the amendment needs to be a direct negative of the 
motion before the House.  It clearly is not a direct negative of the original motion; therefore, the amendment 
stands and will be put to the House.  The question is that the words to be deleted be deleted.   

Debate Resumed 

MS SUE WALKER (Nedlands) [3.56 pm]:  I support the Leader of the Opposition in relation to this motion.  I 
have listened to the responses given by the Attorney General to some of the questions asked today, and it is 
staggering to think that a person who has been implicated in a confession of perjury has been given confidential 
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information about that person, as well as - the Attorney General can correct me - a transcript of confidential files 
held by either the Solicitor General or the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions.  
Mr McGinty:  You are wrong.   
Ms SUE WALKER:  I am glad.  The Attorney General can tell me from where he got that information.   
Mr McGinty:  I will.  I already have, and you would know that if you had been listening.  We have been 
perfectly open about all of this.   
Ms SUE WALKER:  The question to which this Parliament and the Western Australian public need an answer is 
whether the Attorney General and the Minister for Health have acted in concert to mislead Parliament and the 
people of Western Australia about their sincerity in properly pursuing matters in relation to the Royal 
Commission Into Whether There Has Been Any Corrupt or Criminal Conduct by Western Australian Police 
Officers and protecting the integrity of the criminal justice system, as well as about the role played by the 
Minister for Health in supporting what is now alleged to be perjured evidence of Lewandowski.  The public may 
ask why the Minister for Health’s role is being minimised.  The answer is that it taints the Government.  It does 
the Government damage, and it is desperately trying to minimise the damage that has been thrust upon it by the 
affidavit of Mr Lewandowski.   
I will not go over the facts already outlined by the Leader of the Opposition.  However, I will refer to aspects of 
the evidence of the Minister for Health in the Court of Criminal Appeal that have not been referred to by the 
Leader of the Opposition, because they are important.  The Peter Mickelberg case was specifically reopened for 
three reasons: first, there was said to be fresh evidence of expert testimony about the veracity of the notes by 
Lewandowski; secondly, the doctor was giving fresh evidence about examining Peter Mickelberg after the 
interview in then Detective Sergeant Kucera’s room; and, thirdly, three witnesses testified that Lewandowski had 
made admissions that he lied at the trial.  It was the first really serious challenge to their evidence.  However, Mr 
Hancock and Mr Lewandowski had fresh evidence of their own.  That was the evidence of the now Minister for 
Health and then Assistant Commissioner Kucera.  I quote from page 101 -  

The evidence of Kucera was objected to by Mr McCusker on the ground that it was not fresh.  Kucera 
was called by the Crown to testify principally as to what he had observed on 26 July 1982 when he 
entered the room in which Peter was being interviewed by Hancock and Lewandowski.  Kucera also 
testified that Peter made no complaint to him that he had been assaulted.   

We heard from the Attorney General last week that the Minister for Health went along after 16 years and gave 
evidence, and recollections are a bit fuzzy after that length of time.  How can the Minister for Health now 
recollect?    
I ask the Attorney General whether he will table the covering letter that he sent to the royal commission with the 
Lewandowski affidavit; the transcript of the evidence in chief, the cross-examination and the re-examination of 
the Minister for Health when he gave evidence in the 1998 Mickelberg appeal; the statements that he handed to 
the Minister for Health at the weekend when he handed him the affidavit; and the transcript, from which he 
quoted, of the evidence in chief, cross-examination and re-examination of Mr Mickelberg in relation to the 
Minister for Health.   
It appears from page 102 that under cross-examination from Mr McCusker, then Assistant Commissioner Kucera 
had a distinct recollection -  

Under cross-examination, Kucera said that he could recall the people being in his office at the time 
“because it was different.  It was unusual”.  By that he meant that it was unusual for his office to be 
used as an interview room.  Kucera stated that his recollection was that on both occasions “I actually 
interrupted their interview”.  He said that his recollection was that he entered his office in the first 
instance because he needed to get some papers. 

Kucera said: - 

I refer the Attorney General to the answer he gave to the member for Kalgoorlie this afternoon -  

“On the first occasion I can recall that Hancock was talking and on the second occasion I can 
recall Lewandowski holding something up and speaking, and my impression was that he was 
reading notes back to the person Mickelberg”. 

He said not only that he entered the interview room but also that he spoke to Peter and asked him if he wanted 
coffee.  I read from page 103 -  

Under cross-examination, Kucera said that lunch was an afterthought on his part.  He said that he 
“probably would have asked them at the same time if they wanted coffee, and I recall making coffee 
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and taking it in with the food”.  He would have asked Hancock, Lewandowski and Peter whether they 
wanted coffee, because he served them with coffee later as well.   

Not surprisingly Lewandowski remembers the now Minister for Health coming in, and so did Hancock.  I read 
from page 75 - 

Lewandowski said that there was a break when Kucera came into the office and asked whether they 
needed anything to eat.  He said that this occurred “basically at the end of the interview”, but prior to 
him reading the notes to Peter.  This differs from the evidence of Hancock who stated that Kucera came 
in while the interview was still in progress, and asked if they wanted something to eat (this version was 
the same as that of Kucera).  Save in regard to this aspect, Lewandowski’s version as given in his oral 
evidence before this court was the same as that given by Hancock. 

The Minister for Health, Lewandowski and Hancock all corroborate each other that the now Minister for Health 
went into that room.  It is odd, but perhaps at this stage I had better not go into why that has not been mentioned 
further by Mr Lovell; perhaps that is a matter for another time.  I support the Leader of the Opposition in calling 
on the Premier to ask the Minister for Health to stand aside, particularly in light of the revelation this afternoon 
that the Attorney General tipped him off, if we like, or gave him information that he had not given to any other 
of his parliamentary colleagues; and particularly when the Gallop Government has said it has drawn a line in the 
sand as to whether the Minister for Health should be excluded from Cabinet.  This Government is making a 
mockery of the system, the Parliament and the people of Western Australia.  As the member for Nedlands, I 
support the motion.   

MR McGINTY (Fremantle - Attorney General) [4.04 pm]:  There are no grounds for the Minister for Health to 
even consider standing down from his position.  During the 35 years that the Minister for Health served this 
State as a police officer, rising to the senior position of assistant commissioner, he would have been responsible 
for locking up thousands of Western Australian criminals.  We would expect that some of those people would 
have been very unhappy and from time to time they might have made allegations that they had been unfairly 
treated by the now Minister for Health because he was responsible for bringing them to justice.  One could 
understand this motion if an allegation had been made by someone who felt aggrieved at having been locked up 
by this very effective police officer during his 35 years in the Police Service.  However, we do not even have an 
allegation against the Minister for Health.  The Lewandowski affidavit, which is the new material that we are 
dealing with here, does not mention in any way, shape or form, directly or indirectly, the now Minister for 
Health.  Nothing in the Lewandowski affidavit raises a question about the integrity, evidence or role of the now 
Minister for Health.  That should be clearly understood by everyone.  

Mr Barnett:  Apart from the fact that Lewandowski has admitted that he perjured himself.  

Mr McGINTY:  Lewandowski has admitted that he perjured himself.  However, that does not in any way, shape 
or form detract from the evidence - evidence that has been misrepresented in this House on a number of 
occasions.  If we read the evidence that was given in 1983 and onwards by various people in this trial, 
Mr Mickelberg has been consistent in his view, and the now Minister for Health has also been consistent in what 
he has said.  It is the case, as we discussed last week, that there were differences of recollection and evidence in 
respect of some things that happened at the Belmont Police Station in 1982.  However, nothing has been raised 
in this debate today that adds anything to this debate.  There is no new element.  It is just a recital of everything 
that we heard during the course of last week.   

We have been quite open.  We have come in here and said happily that if the Opposition asks us a question, we 
will give it the answer.  I have done numerous radio and television interviews.  If people asked me a question, I 
was more than happy to tell them what was going on.  A question has been raised about the propriety of my 
giving to the Minister for Health a copy of the affidavit.  From the moment I was made aware of this affidavit on 
Thursday a week ago, I was of the view that it was of such enormous public interest and importance that we 
should not in any way seek to hide or be secretive about it.  My view from the start was that it is a matter of 
being up-front and telling people what is going on.  That is the reason I held a press conference on Monday a 
week ago to inform the public about what was going on in this case.  The Director of Public Prosecutions and the 
Solicitor General discussed with me on Monday morning the nature of the affidavit and whether it should be 
made public.  When I asked them was there any reason that I should not make the affidavit public and that I 
should not go to the press conference and hand out a copy of the affidavit, both of them said there was no reason.  
They raised no objection.  For the information of members, because we wanted to do everything properly, I then 
needed to check whether the police royal commission and the Police Service in this State had any objection.  I 
spoke with Peter Hastings, QC later in the day on that Monday before the press conference, and he requested that 
I not dish out copies of the affidavit to everyone.  However, he raised no objection when I advised him of my 
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view that we would proceed, in accordance with the advice from the Solicitor General and the Director of Public 
Prosecutions, to answer any questions and to give details of the nature of the allegations and the content of that 
affidavit.  Do not try to describe it as a confidential or secret document, or anything of that nature; it was nothing 
of the sort.  It was always intended that we take the public into our confidence because this was a matter that the 
public had every right to know about.  It was a matter which, to be very practical about it, was quickly going to 
find its way into the public arena in any event.  It transpires now that various media outlets were aware - from 
what source I am not sure - of the general nature of the document, and ultimately the affidavit was published in 
The West Australian on Tuesday. 

Mr Barnett:  Why did you find it necessary to give the Minister for Health a copy of the transcript from the Court 
of Appeal? 

Mr McGINTY:  As I said, we expected the Opposition to come into the House and raise a political issue to try to 
capitalise on events that had transpired.  It was important to refresh his memory, to make sure he had information 
about what was said and things of that nature.  There is nothing unusual about that.  The transcript is on the 
public record.  Why is there anything unusual about that?  It was a weekend.  He flew back from his ministerial 
duties in the south west, and I supplied him with information that was on the public record.  There is nothing 
more to it than that. 

The member for Nedlands has come into this place and raised the question of integrity.  I will just run through a 
few issues about her integrity.  It is important that these issues be raised.  I will go back over the past three years.  
Prior to her coming into the Parliament, while she was employed in the office of the Director of Public 
Prosecutions - 

Mr Johnson:  Will you table the transcripts? 

Mr McGINTY:  Let me deal with these matters.  I have six minutes left. 

Mr Birney:  This is going to be grubby. 

Mr McGINTY:  Not at all.  This is all on the public record.  It does no harm, when questions of integrity are 
being raised, to have a good look at this, because a trifecta of fabrications by the member for Nedlands will be 
shown in this place today.  We all remember a Liberal Party member by the name of Mr Collier who forged a 
signature - 

Mr Johnson:  What did you call this earlier? 

Mr McGINTY:  We are talking about fabrication; that is the subject matter of this debate.  The member should 
just listen.  Mr Collier forged the name of Mr Peter Getgood on a Liberal Party membership form.  He was found 
by the Liberal Party to have behaved improperly in that forgery, and who should be there to represent him at 
internal party forums at a time when she was on the payroll, albeit on leave without pay, of the office of the 
Director of Public Prosecutions in this State, but the member for Nedlands?  She was defending somebody in 
Liberal Party internal forums who had forged the signature of another person on an application to be a member 
of that party.  That was in 2000, and the following year she was at it again.  By then the member for Nedlands 
was a member of this House.  She came into the Parliament on Wednesday, 5 December and said, as reported on 
page 6523 of Hansard - 

 . . . I have had the experience of working in the criminal justice system as a prosecutor for 12 years. 

A quick check of the records shows she was admitted to practise law in this State in 1993, eight years earlier.  I 
hope she was not carrying on the practice of law as a prosecutor in this State without being a registered lawyer 
and without a practice certificate.  That was another fabrication by the member for Nedlands designed to assist 
her argument. 

Last week, on 12 June, the Leader of the Opposition appeared on television, on both Channel 10 and I think on 
the ABC, and said - 

A member of Cabinet, by clear fact, was present during the interview when a prisoner was bashed. 

That was another fabrication.  To her credit, the member for Nedlands did not support her leader on that 
occasion.  When asked directly whether she supported what the Leader of the Opposition had to say to the 
people of Western Australia on behalf of the Liberal Party she was silent - stony silent.  She would not support 
her leader in respect of that fabrication. 
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This is a series of fabrications by the member for Nedlands, who stands in this Parliament and launches an attack 
on someone else about their integrity.  We must very seriously question someone with that annual track record of 
being associated with fabrications about very important matters. 

There is no justification for the Minister for Health to consider his position or for the Premier to consider it.  It is 
clear that no allegation has been made against the Minister for Health.  He has given an honest account of his 
recollections of events that happened when he was a serving police officer of considerable distinction,.  Nobody 
has seriously questioned those events, other than the consistent evidence presented to the courts over a number 
of years in some respects by Peter Mickelberg about the events that occurred back then.  There is nothing new 
about that.  The recollection of Mr Mickelberg has been on the public record since the first trial in 1983. 

Mr Barnett:  It is new when Lewandowski says that he fabricated the evidence. 

Mr McGINTY:  Mr Lewandowski gave no evidence whatsoever about the minister; he did not refer to him 
directly or indirectly.  Mr Lewandowski said that he perjured himself, that he was involved in an assault, and that 
he was involved in a fabrication.  Putting it all together, what transpired in that room was the beginning and the 
end of what Mr Lewandowski had to say.  When Mr Lewandowski returns, and if opposition members can say, 
“Here is now a serious allegation”, they might have something they can raise, but in the meantime the Leader of 
the Opposition - 

Mr Barnett:  He should step aside until it is decided. 

Mr McGINTY:  The Leader of the Opposition might make that rhetorical political point, but he is increasingly 
looking like Spiderman, just hanging there by a thread! 

MR BIRNEY (Kalgoorlie) [4.16 pm]:  In the two minutes that I have left I would like to outline a couple of 
points.  This is a matter of grave concern and it is one that I have followed rather closely.  I have observed the 
Attorney General engaging in more twists and turns than a game of snakes and ladders.  The Attorney General 
presents all these minute facts in an attempt to convince people that he is being full and open about the details of 
this case.  However, in my view he has not been completely full and open about this case.  He keeps referring to 
1983 and the fact that the now Minister for Health had a very small role to play in the 1982 interview.  The 
Opposition has never said anything else.  The discrepancy arises in 1998 when the now Minister for Health said, 
when he allegedly first went into the room - 

“On the first occasion I can recall that Hancock was talking and on the second occasion I can recall 
Lewandowski holding something up and speaking, and my impression was that he was reading notes 
back to the person Mickelberg.” 

When I asked a question during question time the Attorney General said that the Minister for Health had not said 
that, and the Attorney General asked me whether I had read the transcript.  I suppose he was querying my use of 
the word “confessional”.  That is the little technical point he might be trying to make.  Detectives Lewandowski 
and Hancock have said that the notes they took during that interview formed a confession, yet the Attorney 
General tries to twist that, and so does the Premier. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER:  Order members!   

Mr BIRNEY:  When the Premier was asked whether the Minister for Health ever offered his resignation, he 
refused to answer.  He went off on some cock-and-bull story.  I ask the Premier whether the Minister for Health 
ever offered his resignation?  The Premier is never short of a word. 

The SPEAKER:  The member’s time has expired. 

DR WOOLLARD (Alfred Cove) [4.19 pm]:  I do not support this amendment.  I had not intended to support the 
motion moved by the Liberal Party either, because at the moment I do not believe there is proof.  I intended to 
reserve my right to decide.  Although I do not agree with all the decisions that the Minister for Health is making, 
I believe we need some consistency in the health system.  We have had probably 10 health ministers over the 
past 10 years, and both sides of the House came into Parliament saying they would improve health services.  The 
minister has absented himself from some cabinet meetings because of a conflict of interest over this matter, 
which is the correct thing to do.  The Government should give an assurance that it will not pass on any 
confidential information to the Minister for Health that relates to this issue.  I will not support this amendment.   

MR KOBELKE (Nollamara - Leader of the House) [4.20 pm]:  We will vote on the amendment that calls on the 
Leader of the Opposition to unreservedly apologise for his false and malicious allegations against the Minister 
for Health.  It is clear that only the Opposition has accused the Minister for Health of anything.  Its claims have 
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been false and malicious.  When members opposite vote on this issue, they must take a stand.  Will they support 
the Leader of the Opposition and tar themselves with the same brush?  Like the Leader of the Opposition, will 
they not believe in true statements?  Will they make false and malicious statements for the purpose of impugning 
the reputation of a good man who has served this State well for 35 years and continues to do so?  They are the 
questions on which they must decide before they vote on this amendment.  Either they must back the Leader of 
the Opposition and get in the gutter with him, or they must make a stand and let everyone know that principles 
mean something and that people should speak the truth.  If they vote against this amendment, we will know that 
they do not stand for the truth and are not interested in either upholding the integrity of the minister or getting to 
the truth.  

Amendment (words to be deleted) put and a division taken with the following result -  

Ayes (30) 

Mr Andrews Ms Guise Ms McHale Mr Ripper 
Mr Bowler Mr Hyde Mr McRae Mrs Roberts 
Mr Brown Mr Kobelke Mr Marlborough Mr Templeman 
Mr Carpenter Mr Kucera Mrs Martin Mr Watson 
Mr Dean Mr Logan Mr Murray Mr Whitely 
Mr D’Orazio Ms MacTiernan Mr O’Gorman Ms Quirk (Teller) 
Dr Edwards Mr McGinty Mr Quigley  
Dr Gallop Mr McGowan Ms Radisich  

Noes (21) 

Mr Barnett Mr Grylls Mr Omodei Ms Sue Walker 
Mr Birney Ms Hodson-Thomas Mr Pendal Dr Woollard 
Mr Board Mr House Mr Barron-Sullivan Mr Bradshaw (Teller) 
Dr Constable Mr Johnson Mr Sweetman  
Mr Day Mr Marshall Mr Trenorden  
Mr Edwards Mr Masters Mr Waldron  

            

Pair 

 Mr Hill Mr Ainsworth 

Amendment thus passed. 

Amendment (words to be substituted) put and a division taken with the following result - 
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Ayes (30) 

Mr Andrews Ms Guise Ms McHale Mr Ripper 
Mr Bowler Mr Hyde Mr McRae Mrs Roberts 
Mr Brown Mr Kobelke Mr Marlborough Mr Templeman 
Mr Carpenter Mr Kucera Mrs Martin Mr Watson 
Mr Dean Mr Logan Mr Murray Mr Whitely 
Mr D’Orazio Ms MacTiernan Mr O’Gorman Ms Quirk (Teller) 
Dr Edwards Mr McGinty Mr Quigley  
Dr Gallop Mr McGowan Ms Radisich  

Noes (21) 

Mr Barnett Mr Grylls Mr Omodei Ms Sue Walker 
Mr Birney Ms Hodson-Thomas Mr Pendal Dr Woollard 
Mr Board Mr House Mr Barron-Sullivan Mr Bradshaw (Teller) 
Dr Constable Mr Johnson Mr Sweetman  
Mr Day Mr Marshall Mr Trenorden  
Mr Edwards Mr Masters Mr Waldron  

            

Pair 

 Mr Hill Mr Ainsworth 

Amendment thus passed.  

Motion, as Amended 

Question put and a division taken with the following result - 

Ayes (30) 

Mr Andrews Ms Guise Ms McHale Mr Ripper 
Mr Bowler Mr Hyde Mr McRae Mrs Roberts 
Mr Brown Mr Kobelke Mr Marlborough Mr Templeman 
Mr Carpenter Mr Kucera Mrs Martin Mr Watson 
Mr Dean Mr Logan Mr Murray Mr Whitely 
Mr D’Orazio Ms MacTiernan Mr O’Gorman Ms Quirk (Teller) 
Dr Edwards Mr McGinty Mr Quigley  
Dr Gallop Mr McGowan Ms Radisich  

Noes (21) 

Mr Barnett Mr Grylls Mr Omodei Ms Sue Walker 
Mr Birney Ms Hodson-Thomas Mr Pendal Dr Woollard 
Mr Board Mr House Mr Barron-Sullivan Mr Bradshaw (Teller) 
Dr Constable Mr Johnson Mr Sweetman  
Mr Day Mr Marshall Mr Trenorden  
Mr Edwards Mr Masters Mr Waldron  

            

Pair 

 Mr Hill Mr Ainsworth 

Question thus passed. 
 


